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“If you keep doing what you always do,
you’ll just get what you always get.”
- Albert Einstein

WHICH UMBRELLA FUND TO SELECT?
When analysing the current retirement fund and employee benefit environment in South Africa, it is noticeable that
it’s becoming increasingly complex. With so many service providers and options available, the right fit for the employer
and its employees’ needs should be carefully considered.

EN AVANT
A French ballet term describing a dance step requiring dancers
to move forward and onwards.
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WHAT IS AN UMBRELLA FUND?
An umbrella fund is a retirement product that allows multiple employers to use a single pension- or provident fund
structure to help their employees save for retirement, while being managed by a professional board of trustees.
Umbrella funds have evolved substantially over the past decade and are able to cater for most employer needs, ranging
from standard, cost-effective solutions to more sophisticated and complex investment options and risk benefits.
Whether an employer wishes to review their existing umbrella fund offering or is considering implementing a new
retirement fund offering for employees, there are numerous aspects to evaluate before making a final decision on the
right umbrella fund provider for your company.
Over the past couple of years, we at GraySwan, have assisted several clients with the review of their umbrella fund
offering through our independent consulting services. We assist clients to select the most suitable umbrella fund
provider as well as implement a best practice pre- and post-retirement investment strategy.
When evaluating an umbrella fund, we focus our research on the following key aspects –

1. MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
Each umbrella fund has its own membership requirements ranging from the minimum number of members to the
minimum monthly contributions. These minimum requirements are the initial starting point in identifying which
umbrella fund administrators can be considered by the employer.

2. GOVERNANCE & REPRESENTATION
An umbrella fund provider always needs to implement best practice to ensure proper fund governance, compliance
and the management of risk. When evaluating an umbrella fund provider, we include a review of the board of trustees,
their level of experience, the governance processes, the relevant policies and rules which are in place and the amount
of interaction and levels of transparency between the umbrella fund provider and the employers and its employees.

3. THE ASSET SIZE AND FUND GROWTH OF THE UMBRELLA FUND
Theoretically, a larger umbrella fund provider should be able to provide employers with better economies of scale
resulting in lower fees, but bigger is not necessarily better. A smaller, nimbler and more innovative provider has its own
advantages.

4. INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
Umbrella fund providers offer a variety of investment strategies ranging from predefined default strategies to open
architecture platforms where the employer can design their own strategy. Which provider is most suited to your
company, will depend mainly on how the investment platform (which the provider offers) can cater for your predefined investment strategy and needs. When evaluating the investment strategies, we review the default options, the
alternatives available, and the investment teams managing the various portfolios. We also compare the fees and costs
applicable to the various options and the performance of the different strategies.
Further, when evaluating an umbrella fund provider, it is essential to understand not only the pre-retirement strategies
but also the post-retirement and preservation options available to members. Ideally, an employer wishes to implement
a seamless pre-retirement to post-retirement option for their employees.
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5. RISK BENEFITS
Most umbrella fund providers offer risk benefits as part of the overall package. This is referred to as approved risk
benefits as the policy holder is the retirement fund. This can include basic benefits like life cover, disability cover and
funeral benefits as well as specialist benefits like critical illness cover and even educational cover. The employer can
also opt for an unapproved risk cover where the cover is free standing.
It is important that employers evaluate the risk premiums and underwriting requirements in conjunction with the total
umbrella fund offering.

6. COSTS & FEES
Umbrella fund costs and fees can either be expressed as a percentage of payroll (which is the most common), a
percentage of fund value or as a percentage of member contributions. In evaluating the costs and fees, it is key to
compare all fees on a like-for-like basis and to assess the impact of the costs on the members.
In March 2019 the new Retirement Savings Cost (“RSC”) disclosure standard came into effect.
This initiative by the Association for Savings and Investment South Africa (“ASISA”), standardised how umbrella fund
costs are reported, enabling employers to compare like with like when considering quotations from different providers.
The RSC disclosure breaks down the costs into four separate components –
• Investment management charges;
• Advice charges;
• Administration charges; and
• Other charges (including regulatory, compliance and governance costs).
Although costs and fees are necessary when evaluating an umbrella fund provider, it should not be viewed in isolation.
Paying a little more for an umbrella fund provider which minimises conflicts of interest and which provides an open
investment architecture platform are just some of the qualitative issues to weigh up against costs.

7. SERVICE PROVIDERS AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
There are multiple service providers involved in an umbrella fund – the umbrella fund administrator, the risk benefit
administrator, the investment managers, the investment consultant and the benefit consultant.
Most umbrella fund providers aim to provide a one-stop shop, offering in-house umbrella fund administration, risk
benefits, investment consulting and investment solutions or multi-management to employers. The umbrella fund
provider’s investment platform may also be dominated by their own internal investment manager’s funds rather than
a combination of suitable internal and externally managed options.
While this “package deal” may be cost-effective it leads to material conflicts of interest that need to be identified,
monitored and adequately managed. Ideally, conflicts of interests should be avoided, but where not possible it should
be managed.
To manage all these conflicts, we believe it is best practice to appoint an independent investment consultant to assist
the employer to not only empower them to select the most suitable umbrella fund provider but to also assist in the
construction of the investment options and the independent monitoring thereof.
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8. MEMBER COMMUNICATION
Member communication ranges from annual member benefit statements and quarterly communication to direct
member access via online login or a mobile app. The member communication is usually included in the umbrella fund
administration cost, thus it is essential to ensure that not only the frequency but also the level of sophistication of
such communication is sufficient for your company’s employee needs. Employers with younger members may be more
interested in an umbrella fund provider, which is providing the best mobile app, rather than merely being focused on
costs and investment options.

CONCLUSION
Considering all of the above, it is clear that there are numerous aspects to evaluate before making a final decision on
the right umbrella fund provider for your company. There is no one best answer for all employers. It is crucial to ensure
that the umbrella fund provider addresses your company’s requirements and that it can be tailored according to your
specific needs.
That’s where we come into the picture. GraySwan can assist you to select the most suitable umbrella fund provider
after which we can assist to implement a best practice pre- and post-retirement investment strategy.
Should you require assistance with the review of your current umbrella fund, or you require advice regarding choosing
the most suitable umbrella fund provider or even if you simply need assistance to review or construct the investment
solutions on the selected umbrella fund, please contact us today.
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